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Question 1 p.21

� John believes that women are more emotionally 
expressive than men. When asked why he believes 
this, John says it is because the has “always” 
believed it, and because “everybody knows it is true.” 
John is using 

� A) the method of tenacity

� B) scientific method

� C) a priori method

� D) method of authority

Question 2 p.21

� Miles is using the 

� A) the method of tenacity

� B) scientific method

� C) a priori method

� D) method of authority

Question 3 p.21

� Julie is using the 

� A) the method of tenacity

� B) scientific method

� C) a priori method

� D) method of authority

Question 4 p.21

� Dr Smith is using the 

� A) the method of tenacity

� B) scientific method

� C) a priori method

� D) method of authority

Question 5 p.21

� Which of the following is the most 
distinctive characteristic of science?

� A) empirical inquiry and empirical 
reasoning

� B) images and metaphors

� C) the rhetoric of science

� D) statistical explanation
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Question 6 p.21

� Behavioral science

� A) encompasses many scientific fields 
that study behavior

� B) emphasizes multiple methods of 
observation and explanation

� C) has seen a growth in the number of 
interdisciplinary fields

� D) all of the above

Question 7 p.21

� Which empirical approach is often 
considered as necessary first step in 
conducting research but is rarely 
considered sufficient by itself?

� A) relational research

� B) experimental research

� C) descriptive research

� D) none of the above

Question 8 p.21

� A researcher conducts a research 
project on the study habits of students. 
She reports that, on average, college 
students study 20 hours per week. This 
is an example of 

� A) relational research

� B) experimental research

� C) descriptive research

� D) none of the above

Question 9 p.22

� Experimental research

� A) can support cause-effect conclusions

� B) involves the manipulation of 
variables

� C) often involves randomly assigning 
subjects to conditions

� D) all of the above

Question 10 p.22

� A researcher flips a coin to decide 
whether each person in a sample of 
research participants will be assigned to 
the experimental groups of the control 
group

� A) random sampling

� B) random assignment

� C) both of them because they are same

� D) none of the above


